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Shark ion rocket cordless vacuum reviews

Product Support &amp; InformationModel #s IR101, IR100, IR100C, IR101C, IR70 Getting startedProduct helpTroubleshootingProduct resourcesWarranty &amp; manualsReplacement parts &amp; accessoriesReplacesSelect your model number from delivery to write or read reviews for your model. IR101 We hope you love your product ® and would like to hear from you.
Evaluate your product and leave a review! Write a review ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Shark ION Rocket™ Lightweight Cordless Vacuum with HeadlightsRated 4 1/2 Stars (Click for Comments) Is this the best price? The Shark ION Rocket IR101 Ultra clear wireless vacuum. The Shark Ion Rocket is a lightweight, multi-storey wireless vacuum that can clean high or low. It weighs
only 7.2 pounds. The motorized brush can be used on both carpets and hard floors. Its low range can be under beds and low furniture. The motorized head rotates for better manueverability. Washable air filter. This unit has a pink accent. The detachable laptop allows you to clean stairs, upholstery and car interiors. Shark ION Rocket Features: The Cordless Shark IONFlex has a
detachable laptop that can pick up hair, dust and dirt from pillows, upholstery, carpets, stairs and car interiors. The wand can be attached to the handheld for high cleaning. This model includes 1 rechargeable lithium-ion battery (the battery is removable) and a charging dock. If you buy additional batteries, you can charge one battery while cleaning with another, doubling your
cleaning time. Each battery receives approximately 25 minutes of cleaning time on the carpets. The Shark ION Rocket has no tangle cables, is ultra light, and has LED headlights to see under furniture, dirt and dust. Accessories included include: A removable lithium ion battery, a charging dock, crevice duster tool, pet multi tool, anti-allergenic dust brush. Wireless vacuum
warranty: 5 years limited warranty, battery (2-year limited warranty). Wireless vacuum weight: 7.2 lbs. Item Number: IR101Smart-Review Review Review: The Shark ION Rocket combines a powerful ultra light vacuum (7.2 lbs.) upright with a detachable portable vacuum. The swivel steering makes it easier to maneuver than traditional fixed wheel vacuums. The brush is motorized,
so it is suitable for both carpet and hard floors. A portable vacuum stands out and will take dirt, pet hair and dust from your upholstery, stairs and car interiors. This unit comes with 1 battery. You can buy extra batteries for this model. Unlike many wireless vacuums, this one has LED headlights to see under furniture or dark places. The shark also includes other tools to help with
cleaning. You can upgrade to IONFlex DuoClean (see below) and get triple particle cleaning and a more flexible vacuum. This model has received excellent reviews of This model is a Smart-Review top pick for wireless vacuums. Shark ION Rocket Blatant Shark ION Wireless Rocket Vacuum IR101 Shark IONFlex DuoClean Wireless Vacuum IF201 Shark IONFlex DuoClean 2x
Wireless IF251Vacuum FeaturesLightweight VacuumWeighs only 7.2 lbs. Wireless Operating HeadlightsLEDPressor motorized brushroll A lithium ion batteryBattery is removableExtra Cleaning Tools Stands out for portable cleaning high and low rangeCarpets &amp; Hard Floor Cleaning5 year warranty Is this the best price? (Click for comments) 1 Battery 25 Minutes Running
time - Is this the best price? (Click for comments) 1 Battery 25 Minutes DuoClean DuoFlex Running Time This is the best price? (Click for comments) 2 batteries 25 minutes x2 DuoClean DuoFlex Related Cordless Vacuum: Dyson V10 Absolute Cordless Stick VacuumRelated Article: Dyson Vacuum Cleaner Comparison &amp; ReviewsRelated Article: Smart-Review | Wireless
Vacuum Buying GuideReport: Shark Vacuum Cleaner Comparison &amp; Reviews Top 5 Cordless Stick Vacuums for 2018-2019Dyson V10 AnimalDyson V10 AbsoluteDyson V7 AnimalShark IONFlexDyson V11 Torque Top reviews Most recent Top Reviews When Shark came up with the Rocket series to challenge Dyson in the 2-in-1 1 niche stick, but there was a big problem –
had a cord. And while the cable has provided some additional power, the wire is a significant limitation and inconvenience for some. Related: Please check out my in-depth guide to the best shark cleaners and find out which shark cleaner would be best suited for your needs. Then Shark returned to the drawing board and came up with the ION Rocket series. This time they cut the
cable and now have a high-capacity lithium-ion battery that lasts up to 30 minutes. It may have a similar design to a wireless Dyson, but it doesn't have a trigger. All the buttons are on the back of the vacuum, so you won't stretch your fingers by pulling it. This is the cheapest version of the Shark IONFlex series that has the DuoClean head if you don't want to spend more than $300
to $450 for the top end wireless. A quick look at the features The DAION power pack lithium-ion battery will run for up to 30 minutes An optional removable battery is available that can extend operating time up to one hour of HEADlightsLED Tools Unflew Tools Exchangeables allow it versatile from floor to ceilingS of only 7.2 pounds 0.33 liters dry dirt capacity Full seal
Desalérgeno – this means that it has HEPA filtering The plug charger can be connected to the Battery on or off vacuumStarts with a mini-turbo brush to clean upholsteredWorks on the bare floor and 5-year warrantyProscent five years time (up to 30 minutes)LED headlights help a lot with visibility Interchangeable tools allow this versatility to clean floors up to the ceilingIn the long
warranty (extended optional warranty is available on Amazon)A good option to clean the pet hairs on the floor and paddingConsWill not be able to clean dirt incorporated as well as a dysonSmall dumpster – smaller than a V8Does doesn't have the DuoClean brush roller so it doesn't perform as well as the heavy ionFlexTop design can be tiring on the armOn the wall mount What to
expect from the ION Rocket SHARK IR101? I was very impressed with the technology technology the Shark Rocket series. From the first generation to the latest HV382 with Duo Clean.What was missing was a wireless variant that would have freed it from the limitation of a cable. And now the wait is over thanks to the ION IR101 rocket. The ION Rocket IR101 has the same
architecture as the IONFlex, but less of the DuoClean system with the soft roller bar on the front. This wireless only has the bristly brush so that the performance on the bare floor is not so good. Dyson wireless interfacetos from the early dc35 to the latest V11 use a trigger mechanism. And while Shark copied the architecture, he added his own flavor. With IR101, shark has
something unique... This is the interface, and it looks better if you compare it with some of the versions on the market. It looks like a touchscreen interface with four different options : bare floor mode, carpet mode, normal suction and maximum suction mode. Again, this is proof that Shark is doing its best in trying to reach Dyson, and this design is impressive. Versatility from floor
to ceiling As the Dyson V8, Hoover Cruise, Dibea C17, and many others with the same design, the Shark IR101 has the same kind of versatility. So we have to thank Dyson or the innovation and shark for being bold enough to challenge them. Interchangeable tools and removable wand make everything possible. And combine that with the lithium-ion battery that works for about
30 minutes. You have an excellent tool to clean areas around your home. ToolsTools include a Pet Multi-Tool, Duster Rift Tool and Anti-AllergenDust Brush that is a godsend for people who have difficulty cleaning under furniture. Here's a picture of the anti-allergen brush. You will notice how thin the tool is and will fit under furniture that has a low profile opening. LED headlightsTo
aid visibility, this vacuum has two LED strips that will light up the path and help track dust. Washable foam filter Like all shark vacuums, the IR101 comes with a washable foam filter. This is not the same found in Dyson that has a pre-engine HEPA filter. Filtration won't be as good as a Dyson, so you'll have to wash the filter more often. Full anti-allergenic seal Despite the lack of a
pre-motor HEPA filter, this has an anti-allergenic post-motor filter. So if you have any allergies, this is very safe to use. But take note that you are still exposed to dust when you empty it. Removable Lithium Ion Shark battery comes with a lithium ion battery that is removable. What is unique in this product is that you can load it with plug in vacuum or disconnected. This is great
when you buy a second battery because you can charge the battery while using the vacuum. Shark is not clean how long it is, but according to reviews, it ranges between 20 and 45 minutes. If you use it in bare floor mode, the runtime will be longer. Technology Intelligent Another great feature is intelligent response technology that detects the type of floor and adjusts scrolling
speed automatically. So if you're running this on the bare floor, the brush roller won't spin that fast. But when you move to the carpet, it rotates faster for better shaking. However, this vacuum does not have the DuoClean feature found in IONFlex, so don't expect the same performance. Performance of the bare floorThis vacuum stick will have enough suction and agitation to pick
up dirt on the bare floor. But you can tell, Garrick, why did you say it won't work as well as ionflex? The most significant difference between DuoClean brushes and a standard brister brush is how it would handle large chunks of dirt. This is what swerves the Dyson V8 Absolute and the Shark DuoClean series from the rest of the vacuums. If you have a large pile of dirt, these two
brands have soft roller heads that will pull dirt. For regular daily mess, the ION Rocket would have enough suction and agitation to do the job. One particular tool that you will find useful would be the wand under a device that cleans under low-profile furniture. Carpet performanceFirst things first, don't expect this vacuum for clean deep carpet. Your main job is to clear high traffic
areas and prevent the mess from accumulating. The compact design allows it to clean deeply under the furniture. The cleaning head and wand can go up to 180 degrees. Add the LED headlight, and you can make a lot of powder. Padding Clean upholstery should not be a problem with the multi-tool pet which is great for cleaning hair and dirt incorporated into fabric sofas or
chairs. You can even use this on flat surfaces inside your vehicle. It also comes with a slit tool to clean up loose dirt. Product SpecificationsSentrepesPerce tool crevicePet Multi-ToolAnti-Allergen Dust BrushBrush roll on/offNoBatteryLithium Ion (removable)ChargerPlug in chargerCartra charging time3-5 hoursBattery life20 - 30 minsNet weight7.2 poundsSEating weight1 2.75
lbsVurando path10.3 General length45.6Load indicatorYesFilter typeWashableDust capacity0.3 quarts dryAir WattsN/AVoltage110vManufactured inN/AWarrantyN/AWhat Consumers SayIn terms of ratings, arrived so far, This product looks promising. Many people like the compact and lightweight design, besides being wireless, so nothing gets in the way. But as with all stick
vacuums using a similar design, this product is top-heavy because the engine and recycle bin stay on top. The power is suitable for quick cleaning and does 80% of what a vertical does. The runtime will vary; If you don't turn on as much as possible, this will work anywhere between 20 and 30 minutes. Some have reported as low as 10 minutes, so there may be a problem with the
battery, but you can easily claim a warranty on this. If a Dyson or IONFlex is too expensive, this is an excellent alternative because it has decent power, and enough tools to do a lot of tasks inside your home and vehicle. Where to buy this? You can buy this wireless from Amazon for less than $110. And it will be eligible for your free 2-day shipping if you join Prime.Extended
Prime.Extended are also available up to 3 years if you want this extra peace of mind. To wrap This lightweight and versatile vacuum is another great alternative to the expensive Dyson V6 and V8 series. It comes with a removable battery that you can charge in vacuum or out of it. So if you buy an extra battery, you can still charge it while using the vacuum. I've never seen this kind
of flexibility in a wireless before so another thumb for the Shark to get to that. It doesn't have the soft roller bar found in the DuoClean version, but it works well enough. And if you consider the price difference of $200++ , I think you'll be fine without it. A useful tool is the anti-allergenic dust brush that looks a lot like the appliance tool. This will work very well to reach areas under
furniture. Overall, this looks like a good buy at the current price. A Budget Without VacuumErgonomics - 93% Surface Cleaning - 92%Quality - 90%Design - 88%Value - 90%91%SummaryShark ION Rocket IR101 is one of the cheapest shark cord cleaners available at the moment. Unfortunately, shark has discontinued production so the ones you'll see for sale are second-hand
vacuums that are refurbished, so I wouldn't recommend buying this option. It doesn't have the Duo Clean system, so don't expect it to act as well as the newest Shark wireless stick vacuums like the ION P50 and F80 that I would recommend before this model. Model.
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